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ABOUT

SHOW DESCRIPTION: Two young men meet on a beach every night with a
telescope and the unanswered questions from years of a friendship lost as they
await their parent’s return from a mission to Mars. As re-entry draws closer...so do
they. Starring Evan Bittencourt (Pretty Little Liars: The Perfectionists) and Briggon
Snow (The Bright Sessions). Produced by Atypical Artists and created by Briggon
Snow.

EPISODES: Look Up is an intimate serialized story told over 10 episodes of 30-50
minutes in length
SCHEDULE: Released weekly on Fridays; June 11th, 2020 to August 6th, 2021
FORMAT: Scripted fiction podcast
GENRE: Drama, LGBT, YA
WEBSITE: atypicalartists.co
PRESS CONTACT: Briggon Snow, briggon@atypicalartists.co

FROM THE TEAM:

“Look Up is an intimate and sort of meditative experience that I hope folks get to
nestle into. I wanted to tell a story about two young men reaching out to one
another, really exploring the nerves, yearnings and awkwardness of summer love,
set against some honest and difficult issues. The fiction podcast space has long
been a platform for queer voices and storytelling, and with the rise in popularity of
the medium, there’s even more of an opportunity for the LGBTQ+ community to find
themselves represented in ways film and television have been slow to adopt. I hope
folks find this little series and feel seen.” - Briggon Snow, Creator & Voice of Lincoln

“What first drew me to this project was the story. It beautifully portrays two very
different perspectives on what it’s like coming out and how important it is to express
yourself.” - Evan Bittencourt, Voice of Emmet

“I’m so honored to have Look Up under the Atypical banner. It embodies everything
we believe in - love, friendship, and hope - and is a beautiful entry into the canon of
the kind queer romance that is hard to find in mainstream media. Briggon Snow is
one of the most beloved audio drama actors and here he proves that he has even
more to give to the medium.” - Lauren Shippen, Executive Producer

http://www.atypicalartists.co


About Atypical Artists, LLC
“Illuminated Storytelling” - Led by Lauren Shippen and rooted in the universe of The
Bright Sessions podcasts, Atypical Artists produces audio fiction narratives from a
breadth of creators. For additional information, visit www.atypicalartists.co

CREDITS

PRODUCTION

Created, Directed, Sound Designed, Edited, Engineered by Briggon Snow (he/him)

Production Manager Lillian Holman (she/her)

Show Art by Carlos Garcia (he/him)

Executive Produced by Lauren Shippen (she/her)

CAST

Evan Bittencourt (he/him) as EMMET

Briggon Snow (he/him) as LINCOLN

Matt Fowler (he/him) as MR. CHISM

Rachel Dahlenburg (she/her) as AUNT WHITNEY

Leeron Amiel (she/her) as DRIVE-IN KAREN

Andrew Nowak (he/him) as NASA VOICE

EPISODES

Episode One: Moon - Having recently arrived in Cape Canaveral to await their

parents’ return from a three-year mission to Mars, Lincoln and Emmet meet on a

beach in the middle of the night after having not spoken in years.

Episode Two:  NGC 5139 - The boys return to the beach, still feeling each other out,

and not sure of what they’re doing or where they stand. Reminiscing brings out

some tough truths along with some happy memories.

Episode Three: Saturn - Lincoln pushes and Emmet opens up about his sexuality

and the worries he has about how his moms will see him when they get back.

http://www.atypicalartists.co/


Episode Four: Mars - Show and tell and plans to do something other than meeting

on the beach makes things...interesting.

Episode Five: Games - Lincoln convinces Emmet to play Never Have I Ever as the

boys get closer.

Episode Six: Fire - The night after their kiss, Emmet tries to get Lincoln to open up

and talk about what happened.

Episode Seven: Arietids - It’s the big night of the meteor shower and the boys meet

on the beach for a night they’ll never forget.

Episode Eight: Lost & Found - In the wake of the news about their parents, Lincoln

has gone missing. Emmet returns to the beach in the hopes of finding Lincoln, and

everything is put out in the open, leading to a big confrontation.

Episode Nine: Date - Lincoln surprises Emmet at his front door and takes him out

on a real date.

Episode Ten: Reentry - Emmet’s aunt and Lincoln’s dad join them at the beach on

the eve of their moms’ return. Then - the day they’ve been waiting for arrives,

bringing changes for the future and promises made.

SOCIAL MEDIA
● Atypical Twitter / Atypical Artists Instagram
● Briggon Snow Twitter / Briggon Snow Instagram
● Evan Bittencourt Twitter / Evan Bittencourt Instagram
● Lauren Shippen Twitter / Lauren Shippen Instagram

DOWNLOADABLE ASSETS
● Show Art
● Atypical Artists
● Cast Photos
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